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Brownstone Bibliographies/Libraries, Articles, etc. (2/23/16) 

1. BB’s Bibliography (articles, slides, videos)  <fenwick.com/bobbrownstoneinsights>, including: 

  “Analytics to Clean Out the ESI Garage”    <tinyurl.com/Clean-Garage-TGC-14>*   

2. Blog – ITLawToday       <ITLawToday.com>, including: 

 “Clean That ESI Garage!” video:      <youtube.com/watch?v=mmUgdGmVGXI> 

3. eDiscovery: 

 FRCP ESI Changes – Article    <tinyurl.com/FRCP-ESI-12-1-15-Article>* 

 FRCP ESI Changes – Slides   <tinyurl.com/FRCP-Ethics-1-20-16 > 

 Overall/General Biblio    <tinyurl.com/eDiscoBiblioLatestFWLPP>  

 Social-Media eDisco Case Law   <tinyurl.com/SocialMediaeDiscoLatestFWLPP> 

 Social-Media eDisco Slides    <tinyurl.com/Soc-Med-eDisco-11-13-14> 

4. EU Privacy/Cross-Border: 

 GDPR Webinar & Handout    <tinyurl.com/GDPR-Webinar>; <tinyurl.com/GDPR-H-O> 

 Privacy Shield Article (NEW!)   <http://tinyurl.com/LTNY-Shield> 

5. eWorkplace Materials Saga  

 Latest version (11/8/15)     <tinyurl.com/eWorkplaceMaterialsLatestFWLPP> 

 Episode IV (8/4/15)      <tinyurl.com/eWorkplace-IV-8-4-15> 

 Episode III (2/12/14)     <tinyurl.com/eWorkplace-III-2-14-14> 

 Episode II  (4/3/12)     <tinyurl.com/eWorkplace-II-4-3-12> 

 Episode I   (8/11/09)     <tinyurl.com/eWorkplace-I-8-11-09> 

6. eWorkplace Policies vs. Employees’ 
Attorney-Client  Privilege       <tinyurl.com/ACPvTAUPBiblioLatestFWLPP> 
 

7. IoT Resources (NEW!)     <www.itlawtoday.com/iot-library> 

8. Metadata       <tinyurl.com/MetadataBiblioLatestFWLPP> 

9. Social-Media Ethics     <tinyurl.com/SocialMediaEthicsLatestFWLPP> 

10. T-A-R Library      <itlawtoday.com/tar-predictive-coding-caselaw>  

* also attached 
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Using Analytics to Clean 
Out the ESI Garage 
By Robert 0. Brownstone and Gabriela P. Baron 

A s time passes ;tnd we acquire 
more "'stuff," it gets harder to 
winnow down ou.r possessions. 

\Vho longs to spend the , ... cekcnd c.lc:an· 
ing the-gatage? lt's easier to keep piling 
up dlings up, with oo djsciplinc for stor· 
age or removal. T hus. many a garage 
keeps getting fuller and more chaotic 
until two distinct problems emerge: 
difficult)• finding a patticulat objea and 
ina:cased risk of hidden haiards. 

The same issues pervade the 
electronjc information management 
(f:lM) environment. The overwhelming 
volume o( data generar:ed daily leads 
to 3 similar approach to clec:tronically 
stored infocmation {F.$l) for organiza
tions of all shapes and sizes. Especially 
as companies grow, they are lulled 
into the sense that it is easier and better 
to focus on the urgent maners at 
hand and let the emails, electronic 6Jes 
and database oonccnts keep stacking up. 

Bur cherc arc many risks inherent in 
saving all ESI fote,,.er. Potentially harmful 
content resides aU over the plaCCt 'vb-ether 
it's a .. smoking gun " message> or so.me· 
ching written and kepc so long that it 
becomes susceptible to misinterpretation 
when taken our of context years later. 

Wichto an organiiation that has a 
save·Cvcrything p<>iicy, there likt.ly a.re 
redundant copies of infomlarioo, rcsuh · 
ing in sourcing and paying for cxtr-a 
storage space. ·rnese CO$t$ are multiplied 
by the .. rule of three, .. by which all live 
dara js backed up in at least hvo places. 
Moreover, the search for pa.tticular 
information becomC$ a near impossible 
and expensive chott. AddjcionaUy, more 
personally identi6able information {PU) 
and sensitive confidential data (i.e., 
loteUectual pcopeny and trade secrets) 
stored at more locacions mC3ns big risks. 

11te ESI garage model is rbe infor
mation governance (IG) scrategr upon 
whjch organizations have traditionally 

relied. Even wben an IT department 
is wkc<I with the resp0nsibility of 
managing the daca, this strategy falls 
flat. The prim:.uy reason: IT focuses on 
what it docs bes-t, maintaining a«t'ss 
to data rather than cxtrac:ting the m_ost 
..,aJue from data. 

The norion of JG is vague, and no 
panacea but organi:t.1.tions nttd to Stan 
somev.·here. An IG initiacive should 
entail the use of advanced analytics and 
intelJjgent auromatcd assessments of big 
data secs to cuU our irrelevant data, keep 
relevant data, and identify PO, intcllcctu· 
al ptoperty a11d other sensitive data rhar 
must be kept and segmented in order to 
ensure data ttturity and privacy. 

Savvy C·suiies are adopting sound IG 
_policies to not only promote efficiency 
when locating infonnation1 but to facili· 
rote greater compliance with electron.it 
discovtry, datn security and pri,oacy le
gal compliance. IC can help contend, for 
example, wjth thorny intcmatioJ)al legal 
issues in cross·border data transfers day· 
to-day, as well as in e-dlscovery. Fur
tbennort-,. as c::orporacions look toward 
the next generation of technology and 
archiving system5t a solid IG prog_mm 
make moving data &om one system to 
another and retrieving it easier. 

Companies implcme,nting effective 
IC will also benefit from enhanced 
..,isil.iilicy of corpon1tc data-. enabling 
rhe use of more i.n.<fepth analytics 
and the disco..,ery of valuable insights 
and trends to maximize the ,.aJue of 
retained data. If dara is a crystaUiza· 
lion of a moment in time, then JG is the 
storyteU~ piecing together facts and 
inJormarion into a narrative. 

Even more signi6canr, IG enables 
multiple cosr savings. ln proactive modt, 
IC-savvy o~ni7.arion.s expcric:.nce lower 
storage costs for live and backcd·up 
data. Jn reacti\•C mode - for example, 
addrts.~ing a lawsuit - they will stt re· 

duced e-djMiovcry (:OStS.. Ind~ because 
IG and e-discovccy have parallel work· 
Hows (finding relevanr data is ahva)'S' the 
6rst step}, IG-strong corpQrations will 
be in a srrongcr litigation posture. 

WHERE TO BEGIN 
Embarking on an IC program is daunt· 
ing for any organization. In a packed 
garage, one would start by manually 
reviewing 3od org3nl_zing wha('s been 
tucked aw·ay? sbelf by shelf-. until tbc 
space is neat and ridy. With £SI, the 
concept is similar. Cull through the data 
in discrett chunks until all of it has been 
reviewed, and a S)'Stem is in place for fu
ture storage. By tackling small portions 
at a time, org.anizarions will see results 
and a rc..'tUm on investment. 

A careful> considered approach is 
key 'vheo starting lO parse organiza· 
tionaJ data via th.is .. data remediation" 
process. As a fi rst step, legal and 
Compliance should ensure rhc organi
zarion•s IG policies a11d procedures are 
sou.nd. Some organiiacions may need 
to srart b)' designing and implcmc.nt· 
Lng a corporate governance frame
work, while others will need to update 
their existing records rccention policies 
and procedures. 

Tbis first step is critical from a risk 
and compUance standpoint because it 
can guard again)'t fut.urc spolitttion 
all~gations. The organiz:arion~ data 
deletion project cnust be dcfcosib1e, 
mcaniog it has memorialized reasons 
for the data destruction, coveting what, 
why, how, by whom and when rhe ESI 
was destroyed. 
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Defensible deletion involves careful 
consideration of 'vbat ESI the organiua
tion intends to excrcise its discretion to 
retain or purge, bearing in mind the nu
ances and content$ of ESI. Different 61e 
t)•pes arc used for different job func
tions. 1.n addition, Leg..,J should ensure 
re(tntion of ESJ 'hat may be subject to 
a litigation hold or relevant to iss.ucs i.o 
litigation or go\'crruncnt inquiries. 

Once the proc-ess is clearly defined 
and memorialized, there arc two ap
proaches for data remediation. The 6f'St 
approach is akin lo damming a strea.m. 
With this ;ipproach1 the organ.izarion 
muse adopt a djsciplined plan for newly 
generated data and informarion. The 
second approach is akin to cleaning a 
swamp. With that appcoach, contpanies 
must cull through existing data trovc.-s 
and pw:ge the excess. 

Interestingly, some organizations 
find the latter approach the easier to 
implement because most already have 
at least $Orne applicable c-discovcry 
cools in place. These work to auromatl· 
cally dassify ES! using spcciJicd criteria, 
such as date and kty'\\•Ords. 

THE RIGHT TOOLS 
UsUtg the right cools is esscntia) for 
maximizing efficiency and cost-cffec
tlvencss. Some e·discovcr-y analytics 
can be applied to IG simply by being 
deployed upstream in the process. 
Those analytical tools, usually used 
for maki.ng sense of large d3ta sers in 
incidcnt··response scenarios, include: 

• Oc-dupl.icarion: identifying exact 
copies or similar versjons of docu· 
mena: and messages. 

• Concept analysis: clustering of 
e·documents, messages, etc. under 
substantive topics chosen/created by 
software. 

• Email redundancy; separating last 
message from each string. 

• Relationship analysis: graphically 
depicting who koows/cor:n.municates 
with whom. 

Another key c-discovery analytical 
cool is artificial incelligencc-based, 
tcch.nology·a$$i$tcd review, often called 
.. prcdicti ve coding," which uses sta cisti • 

cal model~ and machine lcaming. The 
technology underpinning predictive cod· 
ing soft.."are functions like sp:u:n filters 
and targeced advertising. Prcdiecive 
coding lever;Jgcs machine learning and 
human review of samples in an iccrar.ive 
prOQcss, until the ccam is- comforcablc 
wltb the system's dtc:i.~ion~m.aking. 

In e-discovery, chat pcrsoo-plus
machinc proc.ess parses relevant from 
irrelevant doc.uments. lo JG~ that same 
proc::css can parse ~o·be·ret.ained f.ronl 
to·bc.<fcleted documcntS. 

Lawyers and records managers 
should stay abreast of ESI rechnologics. 
Petdnent inno\•ative rechnologies are 
evolving (ron1 the e-discovcry and 
enterprise content n1anagcmc.nt fields. 
Savvy e-discovet)' providers will incor· 
porate ECM rech.nology into their c.x
isting review and analysis tools co help 
org:,1oizations save money by tackling 
ESJ for both JG and c-discovcry. 

DEPLOYMENT: STARTING THE 
CLEANUP 
A data remediation prOgrnm Can bcgi_n 
anyv.•hert' the organization prefers. 
Tools can he deployed as pan of a 
legacy data clean-up project~ a Jitiga· 
tion hold uacking system, a data. 
loss prevention initiative, a big data 
analytics project or a n entcrprise-,vide 
archiving migrarion plan. 

Many organi?.ations prefer to start 
by cackHng unstructured data (i.e., 
email or iost..10t mcss.'lging), because iris 
riskier than struct'U.ttd dam (i.e. databasi..-. 
scored). lndi\·iduals often feel freer co 
cxpTC$$ thcn1$Clv~ in informal, unstruc
tuted cnvironrnencs, and unstructured 
ESl is n10rc difficult to parse than alrc.-id)' 
automatica1Jy<la$'$i£.td. infonnation. 

No matter where che process beg.ins, 
cull t hrou_gh 1hc F..SI first1 then move 
data to ne'v locations after remcdia· 
tion. Before you get to t he der:iils of 
deployment, vet any e-discovery or 
ECM platform for suf6cienr scah1biliry 
to your JG initiative. 

Ensure that JG becon1cs part of the 
corporate culture . .Employees need co 
be aware of the corporation'$ rccords
retention and infomtacion·management 
policiC$ jUSt as rhcy :J.rc min.dfuJ of corpo
rate expectations regarding HR practices, 
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regulatory con1plia.nce or confidentiaJicy 
requirements. Uke violations i.n those ar
e.as, atn11~ing large ESI volwnes company· 
wide""° hllvc a very high ultimate price. 

Training on JG shouJd teach managers 
and smff to rethink bow they use dam, so 
rhat the)' keep only what is required or 
needed, and no more. Individuals should 
be guided by the Leg;il and Compliance 
sp«iaLi$1.S as well a5 e-discovery specialises 
co11versanr: in defensible deletion. Training 
conrcmporancous w·ith regime change 
also provides an opportunity to cmphasiu 
the in1portance of JiDgatioo holds. 

Once JG becomes embedded io 
the fabtic of corporate culture .. organi
zadons will ceap rbc rewards from 
a cost .. savings~ risk .. mjtigation and 
business-value perspective. While cleau· 
iog up decades of F.51 is daunting, it only 
becorncs mocc so as more data is stuffed 
into the company storage bin. The time 
tO Start the clean•up i.r; now. • 

Robert 0. 
Brownstone 
<s Technology 
and E-di$Cov
ery CounseJ, 
Utigation, and 
ccrchairof 
the Eloctronic 
Information 

Management group at Silieon°VaUey 
hcadquarte<cd fe?nwick & WGSt UP. 
He advises dient.s on a wide range of 
legal and IT issues. He has also taught 
e-discovery law and process as adjunct 
professor at a number of unive<$ities, 
and in 2015 will teach die course at the 
Brooklyn and Univers.il)' of San Francisco 
schools of law. 
rbrownstono@fenwick.eom 
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Baron is the 
Senior Vice 
Pre$ident of 
Xerox Utiga
tion Services 
(XLS). Siio has 
assisted dioms 
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toty investigations, major d ass actions., 
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ESI & eDiscovery FRCP Changes @ 12/1/15 — While You Were Leftover-
Eating

 BY ROBERT BROWNSTONE ON NOVEMBER 29, 2015
 POSTED IN EDISCOVERY LAW & PROCESS, FEDERAL RULES CHANGES, MEET AND CONFER, PRESERVATION
 AND SPOLIATION, PRIVILEGE CLAWBACKS

Introduction Now that you’ve likely had your fill of turkey sandwiches, turkey salad,
 turkey soup and the like, there is a new development on which to focus.  On midnight
 December 1, 2015 the eDiscovery-related Federal Rules of Civil Procedure changed
 for the first time since their adoption exactly nine years ago. The changes fall into four
 categories:

This blog post covers some of the highlights as well as the potential impacts on each front – from both the optimistic and
 pessimistic points of view.      To learn more, I suggest you attend one of the following:

 

I.  FRCP 26(b)(1) – Discovery’s Scope Defined to Include Proportionality

For decades, the old version of 26(b)(1) had been a mash-up of two vague and disparate definitions, namely “ . . .
 reasonably calculated to lead to the discovery of admissible evidence . . .” and “ . . . relevant to any party’s claim or
 defense . . .”  Proportionality factors existed implicitly but were merely cross-referenced vaguely in 26(b)(1) and buried
 way down in 26(b)(2)(C) and in the corresponding Advisory Committee Note. Now, 26(b)(1)’s definition of the scope of
 discovery simply begins with “Parties may obtain discovery regarding any nonprivileged matter that is relevant to any
 party’s claim or defense and proportional to the needs of the case,  . . . ” and then proceeds right into a modified list of
 the old 26(b)(2)(C)’s proportionality factors.  Those factors include the “amount in controversy” and “the parties’
 resources”. As to possible impacts of this change:

I.     FRCP 26(b)(1)’s very definition of the scope of discovery now seems narrower than under the
 old version in that it includes a “proportional to the needs of the case” requirement.

II.     FRCP 37(e) now consists of an entirely rewritten rule as to spoliation (non-preservation)
 sanctions when electronically stored information (ESI) is at issue.

III.   A whole series of changes to various FRCP provisions have been enacted with the goals of
 increasing efficiency and cooperation and decreasing costs and delays.

The panel I will be leading in Los Angeles at the Today’s General Counsel Institute’s
 eDiscovery/IG Conference on 12/7/15.     [For free registration as my guest, click here and use
 code EM100]

My webinar for Clear Law Institute on 12/18/15

Home About IT Law Today Resources Services Contact
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II.  FRCP 37(e) – New Version May Make it Easier to Fend off Spoliation
 Sanctions

From December 1, 2006 to November 30, 2015, FRCP 37(e) [re-lettered from 37(f) during

 that time] consisted of a potential “good faith” defense as to sanctions requests based
 only on the federal rules.  In other words, other sources of sanctions – such as the court’s
 “inherent power” – still loomed over a party accused of spoliation. In addition to that big
 loophole, that old version was skimpy and deficient in that it did not touch on any of the

 elements of spoliation, such as the requisite mental state to demonstrate a lack of “good faith,” i.e. to show bad faith. 
 Thus, different Circuits established different standards for “culpable state of mind”. Nor did the old rule distinguish
 among different types of spoliation sanctions, such that the severity of such sanctions varied nationwide and was

 always completely discretionary. As in the past, this rule applies only to ESI spoliation determinations. But the post-
12/1/15 version of FRCP 37(e) takes a much different approach by actually defining a set of elements and also laying
 out – in a flowchart-type approach – the hurdles an accusing/requesting party must leap before getting any spoliation
 sanctions, let alone severe ones. As depicted wonderfully in this flowchart created by Eric Mandel, the new approach
 goes something like this:

Optimistic View re: Amended 26(b)(1)

Fishing expeditions can now be reined in more readily.

A responding party that is facile with its ESI environment will be more readily able to convince the
 other side (and, if need be, the judge) to reduce the scope of discovery.

Even before its effective date this new version of 26(b)(1) was already being effectively employed in

 some decisions.  See Samantha V. Ettari, Proportionality: The (Not So) New Kid on the Block,
 NYLJ (Oct. 5, 2015), citing various decisions, including:

This rule, when combined with amended FRCP 37(e) [see Section II below], implicitly adopts the
 logical holding of Pippins v. KPMG, 279 F.R.D. 245, 255 (S.D.N.Y. 2/3/12) (“proportionality   is
 necessarily a factor in determining a party’s preservation obligations”).

This rule, when combined with amended FRCP 1 – that now makes clear that not only the court but

 also the parties have a duty “to secure the just, speedy, and inexpensive determination of every
 action” – will foster collaboration and cooperation by prodding the parties to try to work together to
 refine scope

Turner v. The Paul Revere Life Ins., 2015 WL 5097805, at *1 & n.2 (D. Nev.
 Aug. 28, 2015)

Uppal v. Rosalind Franklin Univ. of Medicine and Science, __ F. Supp. 3d __,
 2015 WL 5026228, at *3, n. 5-6 (N.D. Ill. Aug. 26, 2015)

Cohen v. Cohen, 2015 WL 4469704, *3 n.2 (S.D.N.Y. June 29, 2015)

Pessimistic View re: Amended 26(b)(1)

The newly amended rule will lead to:

Results at home may vary, i.e., the contours of discovery will still be highly dependent on the
 proclivities and tech-savvy-ness (or relative lack thereof) of the particular judge or magistrate judge.

more disputes and to costly motions entailing “discovery about discovery”; and

thereby a producing party having to spend on discovery motion practice to make
 an argument that it should be spending on discovery.
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The Advisory Committee Note provides a great deal of helpful color commentary, including that:

As to possible impacts of this extensive re-draft:

 

 

If no ESI has been lost, the inquiry ends 

If there has been a loss of ESI as to which there was a duty to preserve, then if the producing party
 took “reasonable steps to preserve,” the inquiry ends.

If “reasonable steps” were not taken and there were resulting prejudice to the requesting party but
 the lost ESI can be replaced, . . . then there will not be sanctions.

But if the lost ESI cannot be replaced, then:
if the producing (non-preserving) party had no “intent to deprive,” then at most only
 curative measures/sanctions can ensue

but if there were an  “intent to deprive,” only then can the judge issue one of an
 enumerated list of severe sanctions, such as an adverse inference jury instruction
 or a terminating sanction (dismissal or “default judgment”).

There is now a uniform mental state standard across the circuits. 

Second Circuit cases that espoused a mere negligence standard such as Residential Funding
 Corp. v. DeGeorge Financial Corp., 306 F.3d 99 (2d Cir. 2002)

The new regime is intended to move away from “excessive effort and money on preservation” and
 “avoid the risk of severe sanctions”

The new version of FRCP 37(e) “forecloses reliance on inherent authority or state law” as a basis for
 ESI spoliation sanctions.

Optimistic View re: 37(e) 

 A lot more hoops for the accuser to jump through, less discovery about discovery
 and forum-shopping dis-incentivized.

Taking – and proving one took – reasonable steps can provide an effective
 defense to a motion for sanctions. Counsel who asks key questions up front and
 throughout and memorializes decisions (as to steps taken and steps not taken)
 serves his/her client well in this regard

Pessimistic View re: 37(e)

In spite of the existence of the flow-chart/hurdles type approach, there will be a lot of
 motions/hearings entailing discovery about discovery,

Standards such as “reasonable steps” and “intent to deprive:” are welcome but are nonetheless
 quite vague and subject to multiple fact-based interpretations via 20-20 judicial hindsight and
 scrutiny.

Some judges have reportedly stated that the new version of FRCP 37(e) has not completely taken
 away the inherent power to sanction for spoliation.
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III.   FRCP 4(m), 16(b)-(c), 26(d), 26(f), 26(c) & 34(b) – Timing, Efficiency,
 Cooperation & Collaboration

An amalgam of amendments (not necessarily ESI-centric) is intended to accomplish
 various goals, including putting some “meat” in the meet-and-confer process.  To
 many, the current meet-and-confer approach:

Hence, now FRCP 4(m), FRCP 16(b)(2), FRCP 26(d)(2)(A)-(B) and FRCP 34(b)(2)(a) combine to speed things up as a
 lever to instigate more focused, meaningful meet-and-confer:

In addition, as to the substantive aspects of early meet-and-confer:

Moreover, as to efficiency as the lawsuit moves forward, two additional amendments in the mix provide as follows:

Regarding how this conglomeration of amendments may help us all get to the merits:

takes a while to occur;

can entail asynchronous participation in the initial scheduling conference;

often involves preservation negotiations in a vacuum; and

rarely includes much collaboration/ cooperation between the two sides.

Under amended FRCP 4(m) the case must be dismissed if service of the summons/complaint fails
 to occur within 90 days (as opposed to 120 days under the old rule). Similarly, a 30 day speed-up is
 found in amended FRCP 16(b)(2), which provides that the 16(b) scheduling order must be issued
 “the earlier of 90 days after any defendant has been served with the complaint or 60 days after any
 defendant has appeared.” [The new 90-or-60 rule used to be 120-or-90.] The Advisory Committee
 Note to each of 4(m) and 16(b)(2) states flat out that this double-change “will reduce delay at the
 beginning of litigation.”

A similar “double play” is wrought by the combination of FRCP 26(d)(2)(A)-(B) and FRCP 34(b)(2)
(a), which: enable the service of a request for production (RFP) to be served as early as 21 days
 after service of the summons/complaint; and “consider[ the RFP] to have been served at the first
 Rule 26(f) conference.”

The judge’s case management conference (CMC) consultation with the parties may not occur by
 snail mail or email under amended FRCP 16(b)(1)(B). It can no longer be asynchronous. As the
 Advisory Committee Note states: “A scheduling conference is more effective if the court and parties
 engage in direct simultaneous communication. The conference may be held in person, by
 telephone, or by more sophisticated electronic means.”

The amended versions of both FRCP 16(b)(3)(iii)-(iv) and FRCP 26(f)(3)(C)-(D) now encourage the
 parties to address preservation as well as a possible (court-endorsed) claw-back stipulation under
 Federal Rule of Evidence 502 (as to attorney-client privilege and attorney work-product).

FRCP 26(c)(1)(B) adds “the allocation of expenses” to the items the judge might include in a
 protective order. Significantly, this amended rule has no requirement that the underlying information

 needing to be ESI that is “not reasonably accessible” [compare 26(b)(2)(B) and 45(d)(1)(D)].

FRCP 34(b)(2)(A)-(B) now contains “[s]everal amendments . . . . aimed at reducing the potential to
 impose unreasonable burdens by objections to requests to produce. . . .   Rule 34(b)(2)(B) is
 amended to require that objections to Rule 34 requests be stated with specificity. . . . The specificity
 of the objection ties to the new provision in Rule 34(b)(2)(C) directing that an objection must state
 whether any responsive materials are being withheld on the basis of that objection. ” Advisory
 Committee Note.

Optimistic View re: Efficiency/Timing/Collaboration Changes
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Conclusion (and Resources)     

To learn more, see:

 

Let’s all try to remain zealous advocates but also look for spots to follow the advice of George Carlin’s character in Bill &

 Ted’s Excellent Adventure” – ”be excellent to each other . . . .”

PRINT

U.S. federal civil litigants and their counsel will now frolic in a land of unicorns and rainbows.

But seriously . . . there will be more “meat” in meet-and- confer especially because RFPs’ substance
 and related preservation issues will be on the table early.

Consequently the initial scheduling order will have more meaningful discovery provisions, especially
 as to the scope of preservation.

There will be less delay and more efficiency, in part because there will be more FRE 502 claw-back
 agreements and in light of the extinction of boilerplate objections. [Note: these changes seem to
 provide incentive for opposing parties to stipulate up front to a non-onerous privilege-log regime.]

Pessimistic View re: Efficiency/Timing/Collaboration Changes

What about zealous advocacy? It won’t just go the way of the dinosaurs.

The putative benefits to be derived from efficiency, speed and cooperation likely hinge on which
 party has: more/less data; a (dis)-incentive to move quickly; and a (dis)-incentive to be
 (aggressively) transparent.

Meet-and-confer has never really been terribly helpful and so will not magically become so.
 Boehning and Toal, Are Meet, Confer Efforts Doing More Harm Than Good? N.Y.L.J. (July 31,
 2012)

My color-coded mark-up of the key FRCP ESI Changes (11/16/15)

This clean version of rules set as sent to Congress by the U.S. Supreme Court (4/29/15)

The full Report with Advisory Committee Notes (5/1/14)

The amendments as they have been integrated into the Cornell LII site’s version of the FRCP for
 some time.
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